1. **USING A SCREWDRIVER, ROTATE THE CAM CLOCKWISE UNTIL THE CAM PROFILE LOOKS LIKE THE PICTURE ON THE LEFT.**

2. **INSERT THE KEY INTO THE CYLINDER AND ROTATE THE TAILPIECE 90 DEGREES CLOCKWISE.**

3. **HOLD THE KEY IN THE POSITION FROM STEP 2 AND INSTALL THE LEVER UNTIL IT SNAPS INTO PLACE.**

---

**3470/3473/3495/3570/3573/3579 LEVERSET**

1. **USING A SCREWDRIVER, ROTATE THE CAM UNTIL THE KEYWAY FACES THE LOCK EDGE OF THE DOOR.**

2. **INSERT KEY INTO THE CYLINDER AND ROTATE THE KEY 90 DEGREES SO THE TAILPIECE MATCHES THE CAM PROFILE.**

3. **HOLD THE KEY IN THE POSITION FROM STEP 2 AND INSTALL THE LEVER UNTIL IT SNAPS INTO PLACE.**

---

**3495 LEVERSET**

1. **USING A SCREWDRIVER, ROTATE THE CAM UNTIL THE KEYWAY FACES THE LOCK EDGE OF THE DOOR.**

2. **INSERT KEY INTO THE CYLINDER AND ROTATE THE KEY 90 DEGREES SO THE TAILPIECE MATCHES THE CAM PROFILE.**

3. **HOLD THE KEY IN THE POSITION FROM STEP 2 AND INSTALL THE LEVER UNTIL IT SNAPS INTO PLACE.**

4. **REPEAT STEPS 1-3 FOR THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE LOCK.**
1. **LEFT HAND & LEFT HAND REVERSE MOUNTING** - Use a screwdriver to rotate the cam so the keyway faces up.

2. **RIGHT HAND & RIGHT HAND REVERSE MOUNTING** - Use a screwdriver to rotate the cam so the keyway faces down (shown in Detail A).

3. Insert the packaged tailpiece into the IC core cylinder.

4. Using the control key, insert the IC core cylinder into the lockset lever until it sits flush.

5. Remove the control key.